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Abstract

   The importance of software update as a mitigation for vulnerabilities
   discovered after deployment is widely recognised for both desktop and
   data centre applications and infrastructure.  However, in the case of
   smaller devices, whether running on challenged networks or platforms
   or not, the situation is much worse, perhaps a decade or more behind
   that in better developed contexts.  This memo proposes requirements
   for software update in situations where none is currently deployed,
   argues that that is the right target.  In doing this, and perhaps
   somewhat in contrast to a vendor-driven approach, the interests of
   the individual device owner are emphasised.
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1.  Introduction

   This is a contribution to the IoTSU workshop.  [1] It is not expected
   to ever become an RFC, but who knows?

   The context for this memo is software update for devices that today
   lack a workable software update mechanism.  That includes many or
   perhaps most very small (sometimes so-called "IoT") devices such as
   sensors and actuators, but also larger devices, such as printers,
   hubs and switches, WiFi access points and home routers.  While there
   will be some implementation and deployment differences between
   different classes of device (e.g. very tiny devices might struggle
   with more onerous cryptography or network connectivity requirements),
   we believe many similar requirements apply in all these cases so
   considering common solutions and frameworks should be technically
   tractable.

   All code has bugs that will need fixing, and all systems of whatever
   size will run code that includes bugs.  (The author would welcome a
   better reference than this blog.  [2] ) And some bugs will make a
   system vulnerable to failure.  So the base requirement is to be able
   to update code to fix bugs and make systems less vulnerable.  In
   addition to inadvertent bugs however, there are also bad actors on
   the Internet, who will search for and exploit vulnerabilities
   wherever those are found.  Devices deployed for any extended duration
   will inevitably be subject to such attack.
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   It is important to recognise that the searching-for part of that is a
   solved problem for the public IPv4 Internet [zmap] and is likely to
   be solved for the public IPv6 Internet.  [RFC7707] And even if some
   devices are not directly accessible from the public Internet, many
   are, [secconsult] and transitioning "sideways" inside a breached
   network is a standard mode of operation for attackers and can be
   automated.

   One might object that some smaller devices are not really sensitive,
   e.g.  that a bad actor taking over a single thermostat, while
   possible, could be harmless.  Such bad actors may however be
   attempting to leverage one vulnerabilitiy as a lauch-pad to attack
   other systems, as was the case with the Heating, Ventillation and Air
   Conditioning (HVAC) system used to start a major recent breach,
   [target] or as part of a pervasive monitoring [RFC7258] attack.

   If we do manage to get a software update mechanism deployed, that
   system may itself include vulnerabilities.  So if, as seems likely,
   cryptography is used to authenticate updates, then the signing keys
   used will be a very tempting target to attack. [update-msc] Such
   attacks are also more likely to succeed if there are very many such
   signing keys maintained by many vendors, some of whom will not be
   particularly well qualified to do that particular job.  Some other
   vendors might even try to use a software update mechanism as part of
   a strategy to lock-in their customers.  While no software update
   mechanism is likely to be able to counter such business choices, from
   the device owner perspective a vendor acting in that way is yet
   another bad-actor, and ought be treated as such.  Both of these
   issues point towards considering a set of requirements and solutions
   where it is possible for some third parties to be involved in
   software update for many developers of devices.

   One conclusion to reach here is that all devices are currently
   vulnerable to attack.  If we select a random device, it may be that
   nobody knows the currently viable attacks that would work today, but
   we certainly know that some vulnerabilities are known, or will be
   found, for that device, once effort is expended on finding those.  It
   is therefore, in the author's opinion, irresponsible to deploy
   devices for extended durations that we know have vulnberabilities,
   even if those are currently unknown, without some workable form of
   software update.  It follows that all devices require software
   update.

2.  Arguments for some infrastructure

   Earlier, we described the context here as relating to those devices
   deployed on the Internet for which no working software update
   mechanism is deployed.  That is a little different from the scope of
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   the workshop call for papers, which focused only on the so-called
   "IoT" space.  In this section, we provide arguments for why that
   broader scope is the better one.

   So long as there are any widely deployed devices with no software
   update, those will be exploited.  It therefore makes sense to at this
   stage consider a broader range of devices than only those that are
   most-constrained.  "Solving" the problem for only a specific class of
   device or network does not solve the problem.

   The existence of open-source software and hardware, as well as
   "mixed" products (e.g. closed-hardware running some variety of
   almost-all GPL'd linux code), together with the number and size of
   the vendors of such equipment, means that such vendors and specific
   device deployments will not be of sufficient scale to by themselves
   support a specific software update infrastructure.  Some sharing of
   infrastructure is therefore required, and that means that it's very
   unlikely that such infrastructure will be completely specific to one
   class of device or network.

   Even where a vendor has found or been informed of a vulnerability,
   and has developed a patch or update, there are still many issues
   around the distribution of that.  (Here's [3] a timely case in
   point.)  Arguably, announcing but then failing to effectively
   distribute updates is worse than doing nothing, as patches themselves
   can be a source for malware developers.  There is also a major
   difficulty with locating patches and with typing of update containers
   (tarball, zip, OS-specific executable, etc) that needs to be
   addresses in a more scalable manner over many vendors.

   Devices in homes that benefit from software update will likely need
   to connect to some service on the public Internet in order to poll
   for updates.  Let's assume all such traffic is encrypted as is
   proper, typically via use of TLS with server authentication.  We need
   ways in which we can distinguish that traffic from potentially
   nefarious spying being done by devices.  If many devices poll some
   pieces of shared infrastructure that only support software update
   then the probability that we engineer that well, and that workable
   control features are developed for end-user or home networks
   increases.

   Vendors buy and sell one another, and cease to exist and products are
   end-of-life'd.  Open-source projects can wither away over time.  All
   of those mean that we need some form of infrastructure that will
   still be present despite such changes.

   Device owners cannot be expected to know much or anything about
   software update, so any measures of quality or attempts to detect
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   misbehaviours will require some form of observatory or audit.  That
   means that we need there to be an auditable number of sources for
   distributing software updates.  Wth O(10^3) or fewer sources, that
   seems quite doable.  With O(10^6) sources, that would appear to be
   significantly harder.

3.  Requirements

   In this section we posit some requirements for software update.  We
   do not intend this to be an exhaustive list, but rather to be a list
   that captures key requirements for systems that do not currently have
   a working software-update mechanism.

   We also make no claim that this is an authoritative list, rather this
   is a list to try start a discussion with those who implement and
   deploy devices and the software update infrastructure those will
   need.

   In the author's opinion, the actual deployment of some software
   update scheme is far more important than meeting any specific subset
   of these requirements - once we can update a system then we can fix
   anything, given enough time and interest.  (That seems to indicate
   there will be value in trying to construct a minimal list of
   requirements.)

   Requirements posited below are numbered for ease of reference.

   R1  All devices that have software or firmware that can be updated
       should be able to use a software update infrastructure developed
       to meet these requirements, regardless of whether that device is
       open- or closed-source, is made by a for-profit vendor or a
       community or academic projecct.

   R2  One device can require software update from multiple sources,
       e.g., there can be different chips on a single board from
       different vendors.  Or a larger device might have a "native"
       operating system inside which various containers are used to run
       applications, possibly with entirely different operating systems.

       R3  Those update systems might need to co-operate, e.g. so that
           only one object needs to be downloaded to update multiple
           subsystems within the device.

           R4  That co-operation might simply involve some kind of
               packaging of different otherwise indpendent sofware
               update objects so that co-ordination is mostly around
               transport and some form of meta-packaging.
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           R5  Co-operation might require that one system under the
               device owner's control act as a local server for software
               update.  In the case of a device with a "native" and
               several "guest" OSes, one of these might be seen by the
               others as the source of software updates.

       R6  In other cases, the device can take part in multiple
           independent software update schemes, with no co-ordination
           being needed.

   R7  Data origin authentication is required, and overwhelmingly likely
       to be provided via a digital signature mechanism.

       R8  There may be some systems where signature verification does
           not happen on the device to be updated but instead on some
           other upstream device - this can be because of algorithm
           implementation issues, or due to issues with Public Key
           Infrastructure (PKI) if say signature verification requires
           certificate status checking, which requires support for HTTP,
           which can again be too onerous for some systems.

       R9  More than one PKI may need to be supported in updating even
           one device.  There are widely deployed systems based on an
           X.509 PKI, others based on OpenPGP and perhaps others based
           on home-grown concepts similar to a PKI. [update-msc]

       R10 It is very likely that multiple signers may need to be part
           of a solution, e.g. authenticating the orgin of the software
           separately from the download repository or perhaps separately
           authenticating the origin of a collection of updates from
           that for each member of a collection.

   R11 It needs to be possible for sources of software to change, under
       the control of the device owner.  The relevant software sources
       may or may not be co-operating with such changes.

       R12 In the case of end-of-life devices, if there is a (typically
           open-source) community who could manage future updates then
           it is important to enable this without the device owner
           having to hack into ("root") their own device.  (That last
           should be considered an anti-pattern in this context.)

       R13 There may be devices where a choice of software sources
           exist.  While there may be challenges in how to offer a user
           interface to allow the device owner such a choice, it must be
           possible to offer such choices where they exist.
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   R14 Devices will need to poll for software update.  It seems unlikely
       that most devices can act as a server listening for incoming
       connections from software sources.  That means that devices will
       need to establish a way to connect to a software source, or some
       entity who can distribute updates.

       R15 When the device is in the home, or carried on a person, then
           there are significant privacy issues that arise.  While in
           those cases, encrypting the interactions may be required, it
           may also be required that it is clear to the person (or their
           home network) that all that is happening is software update.
           To give a concrete example, the author would be happy if a
           television called home to check for a software update, but
           very unhappy if the same device called home to tell someone
           what channel changes are occurring.

4.  Security Considerations

   While software update does mitigate vulnerabilities, it also creates
   new vulnerabilities.  First, software signing private kes are a
   hugely attractive target, and have subject to real attacks in the
   past. [flame]

   The software updates that are distributed are also usable to re-
   create the vulnerabilities that are being fixed, so that unpatched
   systems are put at further risk once the patch details reach a bad
   actor, which is impossible to prevent.  Automation of attack-
   generation code is also possible, [auto] though still difficult.
   That could allow bad actors to exploit the time window during which
   updates propogate to the deployed base.  There are therefore good
   reasons to try to minimise this duration.

   Patches can also include new vulnerabilities.  While this is true,
   that is out of scope for this document which considers the software
   update mechanisms and not the quality of the software being updated.

5.  Privacy Considerations

   If the software update mechanism exposes any correlatable identifier
   then it becomes a useful way to track people who carry devices that
   poll for updates.

   Devices within homes or vehicles or other sensitive locations can
   also expose privacy sensitive information via the software update
   mechanism.  For example, if the device polls the update server on
   power-on, and if power-on is associated with some event such as a
   homeowner arriving home, then the existence of the packets
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   (regardless of encryption) leaks some possibly privacy sensitive
   information.

   We will likely want to use a confidentiality service in order to not
   expose identifiers to network attackers.  That creates the potential
   for the device to use the software update channel (or any other
   indistinguishable channel) as a covert channel.  Devices have been
   known to exfiltrate privacy sensitive data for the benefit of the
   device maker [refs] so if we can provide some way to increase
   confidence that only software update is happening, then that can be
   beneficial for all concereed (except bad actors).  It may help if
   many devices poll some well-known services/hosts on the Internet and
   do not call-home to the device maker's network.

6.  IANA Considerations

   This document makes no requests for IANA action.  This section would
   be removed except it won't be as we're not aiming for publication as
   an RFC.
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